Raveningham Sculpture
Trail Guide 2020
Creative Odyssey
Welcome to the Raveningham Sculpture Trail 2020
I can't quite believe that we are able to open our gates during such a difficult year. We decided
very early on to continue with our plans for the trail but thought that it would be likely that we
would have to shift the dates to September or October or even 2021 . With 50+ artists on board it
felt important during lockdown to keep focused on the future, keep positive and creative. The
majority of the works on the trail have been created during lockdown and artists have had to
adapt, something that almost defines the approach of an artist. Some haven't been able to
access their studios or get the materials they need, some have had to juggle crucial key worker
roles with creating their art, some have been homeschooling or caring for others. I am so proud
to know all of the people showing work during the trail this year and am glad that we took the
decision to continue. I have been preparing the site with my trusty lawn mower, making a new
gallery space, adapting the trail to a one way route and creating an online booking system
amongst other things. It feels fantastic to be able to showcase all of the artists in the magical
space at Raveningham and hopefully share an uplifting, inspiring, range of artworks.
Thank you for visiting, your support means so much to us, I really hope you enjoy this year's trail
and find something to treat yourself to on the trail or in the gallery.
Sarah Cannell, Curator.

Visiting Guidelines for 2020 - Please Read

For your own safety and everyone else's please could you follow these rules - thank you.
Do not attend the trail if you have any Covid-1 9 symptoms.
Please do not touch any of the sculptures this year.
Please follow the one way path, numbers in the guide and on the posts will guide you around.
Please watch your step around our semi-wild garden where some areas are very uneven,
particularly in the paths through the woods where there are tree roots and rabbit holes.
One visiting group in each gallery and the Micro-Kino at a time, please use hand sanitiser and
wear a mask when you enter both spaces.
Lots of the artworks on the trail and in the gallery are for sale. Enquire at the box office if you
would like to make a purchase. Mostly, relax and enjoy the exhibition and the beautiful natural
space.

www.raveninghamsculpturetrail.com

Plesae follow the one way route by finding the numbers on the posts. For your safety do not touch any sculptures. Watch
your step, the ground is uneven in places, particularly in the woodland areas where there are treeroots and rabbit holes.
Well behaved dogs on leads, please pick up and use the bin near the box office. 2m social distancing on site and please
use hand sanitiser and a mask on entering the gallery. One visiting group at a time in the gallery and the Micro Kino.
Thank you for following the rules and enjoy your visit.

Raveningham Sculpture Trail Map 2020

1

Daniel Johnson - Origami - The action of folding paper, I wondered

2

Connie Adams - MacMorland Galvanised Steel (Wire, Tubing,

3

Cindy Lee Wright - Devotion and Freedom Angels

4

Stuart Anderson - Etruscan Horses bronze, £3900 each. Stuart built

what would happen if the process was taken from paper to metal. My work
revolves around the aesthetics of Wabi-Sabi. The subject is immortalized in
metal through the action of origami but allowed to weather and change
freely throughout the seasons.
Chain), price at box office. A self taught artist exploring the results of steel
wire as a medium, with a consistent aim to produce obvious and 'greetable'
characters within pieces. Price at Box Office.
These two pieces are about frustration with the Catholic church. The first:
'Devotion', is fath contained, constrained - usually independent of the natural
world: beautiful, peaceful but often limited. The second 'Faith' is freedom of
thought and living spirituality. The flying angel represents the connection
between personal faith and the world, including the natural environment. It is
a rejection of the inequality and exclusion which are common in much
organised religion. Devotion £700. Freedom £700.
his first bronze casting furnace in his back garden in 1 991 . He is a founder
member of Butley Mills Studios in Suffolk and shows widely around the UK
and further afield.

5

Gordon Senior -

6

Jane West - 'And the singing was never done' ... the last line
of Siegfriend Sassoon's poem 'Everybody Sang' 1 91 9

7

Andy Maule - Beyond

Seed heads contain embryonic new plants and the
potential to continue the life cycle of each species. The sculptures, which
might be seen as symbols of life source, invite the viewer to consider
evolution, natural selection, and cultivation. My practice involves casting,
construction, carving and modeling using different cements, as well as
casting detail aspects in bronze. I see the individual pieces as part of a
family whereby an exhibited work would comprise of several different but
inter-related works grouped together in conversation. Grains and Grasses,
cement, sands & bronze, £1 500. Wheat Grains Growing, cement & sands,
£1 ,200. Wheat and Annual Meadow Grass, cement, sand & bronze NFS.

Global warming and particularly the forest fires in Australia inspired this
installation. The small porcelain, resin and ceramic birds are 'freeze framed'
ghosts of what has been lost. Birds £50 each.
“Beyond” is one of a series of figurative works that explores the human
interaction with space and the psychological challenges of entering the
‘unknown’. In these troubled times we find ourselves daily entering unknown
territory (scientific, behavioural and emotional), often with outcomes that
challenge our very existence, and yet, venturing into the unknown can also
be fun and exciting. This sculpture should make you smile and question.
Who is behind? NFS

8

John Bardell - Stained glass, and during lock down, ceramics have

9

Nicola Gibson - This collection of solar powered, illuminated acorns is a

together with stone, resulted in these sculptures. My travels in Africa and the
Americas have informed the figures, shapes and colours in the work.
Through The Arch, ceramic, glass & wood, £1 80. Parent, ceramic, £220.
Sunset, glass & stone, £220. Birth, glass & stone, £1 20. Priest, ceramic,
£80. Cave, ceramic, £80.
hybrid of the Tudor influenced ceramic cup and knitting cast into the
machined appearance of the nut. The result is a glow reminiscent of cellular
structures. Ceramic, textile, epoxy resin, steel plus electronics, £1 95 each.

- Muntjac Deer
1 0 Tobias FordKestrel

welded steel, £2,1 00. Heron welded
steel, £850.
welded steel, £900. Tobias Ford is a British sculptor.
He mainly sculpts figurative works of art from steel, welding fragments
together using a self-developed method. He accepts work on commission
and exhibits nationally and internationally.

11 Pamela Harling-Challis -

Return to Annapurna is a re-purposed

stage set from a dance about the human struggle to reach a mountain
summit. What was once a flat representational surface is now a place to go,
sit, look, see, think, and be with oneself in a real landscape. Pamela HarlingChallis is an artist, researcher and creative enabler. Choreography is at the
core of her practice in film, photography and installation. She works both
solo and collaboratively.

1 2 Sarah Cannell, Andy Jarrett, Rachael Long - Ship of Light

,
welded steel and woven willow fire sculpture, £6,500.
A collaborative fire sculpture created in Rachael's studio near Wymondham
earlier this year. The ship is a symbol of positivity, designed to bring hope
and light to people through the darkest of times. The ship will safely
transport us through stomry seas.

1 3 Patrick Elder -

Mirror image. From both sides. Polished stainless.
Nowhere to hide. Using scrap. Framed in oak. Shiny metal. So bespoke.
Local oak. Charred and dark. Standing tall. Inside the park. Laser holes.
Stained in glass. Encased in lead. Sits on the grass. Oak and steel.
Coloured glass. Reflecting nature. You shall not pass. Mirror Image,
Stainless steel, stained glass and oak. Winner of the Royal Art Prize at the
Mall Galleries 201 9. £7000. Untitled, Stainless Steel and oak. £3700.

1 4 Mark Purlant -

Reflections of Individualism within Unity.

My work looks at relationships and connections between people, objects
and philosophies. The balance of life, the tensions and harmonies, the
differences and contrasts, and yet when combined, can enrich our world for
the greater than anything. Price at box office.

1 5 Rebecca Clifford - Alice Flags.

Alice is curious, she lets flow what
needs to flow, and meets upsets, changes, setbacks, and awkwardness with
extraordinary equanimity and resilience. She is one of my most turned to life
guides. Using her Wonderland adventures as a sutra stem I have made
prayer flags hoping they will inspire hope and joy and the courage to keep
going.

1 6 Kally Davidson -

Crocheted Curiosities. Rekindling a joie de vivre by
observing the wonders of nature with my magnifying glass, exploring the tiny
creatures, fungi and lichen world of the Raveningham site and evolving their
character in scale, colour and spirit of imagination. All pieces are for sale,
prices range between £1 5 - £300, pricelist at box office.

1 7 Yusuf Keten - HUNCHBACK

, cement, £600
To many, cement on it's own is just a mass of powder but adding water and
other materials you can create so many different forms. It's interesting
spending lots of time planning, creating molds, envisaging what the final
piece will look like as the cement takes hold and finds its way in to all the
nooks and crannies.

1 8 Annie Fenton -

I am thrilled to have been selected as one of the Artists
in this year's sculpture trail. This will be the first time that I have installed
work outside and in such a beautiful environment and so I am looking
forward to seeing how my work changes in a new space. Being based in
Wales this is a great opportunity to meet other Artists in different parts of the
UK and to bring my work to new audiences.

1 9 Beth Groom - Magnify,

cement, metal, oak, paint, £2400.
Magnify has evolved from a found plastic fragment on the beach. I have
taken the form and manipulated it’s scale, material and colour, elevating into
my own sculptural language.

20 Spadge Hopkins -

The Green Pan

I love trees, particularly Oaks. The Green Man of folklore evokes the
mystery of nature and I have combined him with Pan, the Greek God of
Woods and Trees. Laser Cut Steel. XL £300, L £200.

21 Ros Moreton -

Period Costume Maker for theatre and film over 40 years.
This year is the 400 th anniversary of the Mayflower sailing over to America
with Pilgrims who intended to start a new life. My textile piece is linked to
those passengers who would have sailed and what they would have worn
on that journey. Some garments would have needed washing. Mayflower
linen 1 620. Garments worn in this period by various passengers and crew.
Authentic pattern shapes and styles. All sewn by hand as it would have
been. Cotton, linen, Pegs and hemp line.

22 Harry Chrystall - All Things Being Equal.

At the heart of my practice is an interest in the chaotic order of things. Within
the continuum of life wholly defined by movement we are driven to make
definitive marks. I see my work as an exploration of this apparent paradox,
of being both participant and observer in the lived experience. £7500

23 Jack Wheeler - Touch Wood,

Painted Black Poplar, £1 350.
The work I am showing has come to life through a contemplative and playful
dialogue with the material. The black poplar tree was once common across
East Anglia but is now considered to be Britain's most endangered timber
tree.

24 Helen Breach - Retweet.

Unique vetebrate characterised by a metal
skeleton, disconnected legs, bright plumage, single eyeball and dried-leaf
tail. Enjoys ceramic worms, excretes plaster poo. Flightless but displays
circular movements. Has a heart of feathers…to remind us that many birds
face extinction. £1 ,200 (1 0% donated to RSPB).

25 Fern Spray 26

The Beginning of a Creative Odyssey

A glass on glass mosaic framed and back lit, representing the spark of
inspiration that hits when you start a new written word/music/art piece. Price
for work with stand £2800. or price reduction is available if intended to be
installed on a wall. Work is suitable for outdoors all year and lights are
replaceable.
Meryem Siemmond - Thwarted Communication , marble and
sandstone Inc commission price: £495: Aeons in metamorphism caused recrystallization of the original carbonate mineral veins arranged to give an
impact to blindfolded eyes and mouth but yet as a palette of same thoughts
are searching to pass to each other! Green Indian Granite Torsiono £900
nobody is perfect- we carry lots of scars, deformations.

in the Pavilion - 1 5 minute animation programme
27 Micro-Kino
curated by Suzie Hanna.
Please wait for the Micro-Kino to be empty
before entering to watch the animations. Do not climb the straw bales.

Julian Hand - Callanish - Phase II Dawn, 3m.

Thirteen titans coven the great headstone in a ring. At first light, we take position on the hill
above Loch Roag to greet the rising sun and begin communion with these giants. Each
enormous figure fashioned from Lewisian gneiss stands magnificently against the endless
Hebridean sky. These ancient stones once measured the time-cycle of the earth around the sun
and were erected to mark Nature’s changing seasons, guiding our ancestors on their long path
toward the present. Shot on film. www.julianhand.com

Phoebe Halstead - Derek and His Shells, 3m.

In the quiet backwaters of south Norfolk there is a broad, and by that broad there is a house, and
at the back of that house there is a caravan. And in that caravan is Derek and his shells...
This animated documentary celebrates Derek and his love for local wildlife and work to conserve
it. A film by Phoebe Halstead and Angie Phillips, who collaborate as Arc Studio www.arcstudio.co

Kayla Parker/ Stuart Moore - Flow, 1 m.

Direct animation created with plants growing wild along a path by the shore of the Laira, the
upper part of the River Plym estuary to the east of Plymouth. The title relates to the cyclical
nature of the seasons and the twice-daily rhythm of tides, the ebb and flow between the fresh
water of the River Plym as it floods into the Laira to meet the sea water pushing inland from
Plymouth Sound. The name ‘Laira’ originates from the end of the 1 6th century and derives from
an ancient Celtic word that corresponds to the Welsh llaeru, meaning ‘to ebb’.
35mm 1 minute colour stereo sound. Production: Sundog Media http://www.sundog.co.uk

Alison Harvey - Night Vision, 2m 33s

The inspiration for this film was to highlight the beauty of night-time and the serious decline of
true darkness. Painting directly onto glass under the camera, the artist has captured the
transformative qualities of cycling through her local landscape at night, where light and shade
merge to reveal abstract forms and patterns, altering perspectives and perception of the natural
world.

Suzie Hanna/Jude Cowan Montague - Observations of the Sky, 1 m 30s.

A short collaborative animation based on the recent discovery of a schoolboy essay of the same
title, written by Ted Ellis the Naturalist when he was 1 4 years old. His youthful enthusiasm and
his extraordinary powers of observation and description are the inspiration for this film, animated
by his daughter and read by his great grandson aged 1 3.
www.suziehanna.com www.judecowanmontague.com

Alice Cotini - Peg, 1 m 44s

Following in the tradition of Czech object animation and made during the CV1 9 Lockdown, Peg
utilises an object found within the accessible environment of the artist. The journey of the
wooden clothes peg from the confines of the shed into undergrowth and beyond, reflects the
intense self-awareness of the animator in her confined situation at this time.
www.behance.net/alicecotini

28 Russell Moreton -Numinous Odyssey

Conveying deeply felt spiritual significance in contemporary art. I am
interested in exploring the notion/experience of 'the Numinous' as an energy
or urgency of something evoked or bought into consciousness. Art forms
with their presence and materiality create feelings and aesthetics that can
become spiritual and sublime. I have recently been working with ceramic
forms that have been used with drawings to form sculptural settings. I am
interested in turning these ideas into a space formed as an installation within
the sculpture trail.

29 Jim Racine - The Still Lifes -

Sculpture as a still life is a cultural
paradox, it is natural for an artistic mind to seek paths less traversed and
objects fresh and unique. These three carpal bronzes- ‘Waytothestars’,
‘Gattox’ and ‘Narcissus’ represent cornucopic folly, illusion and sensuality.
Two were cored direct burn-outs, a rare process that I specialise in.
Waytothestars. unique bronze, £4200. Gattox. unique bronze, £3200.
Narcissus. unique bronze £3200

30 Jason Nickson -

Is there meaning in craft pursued without application?
‘They say that you can see the devil dance. On Idle hands, so we put in work
Amen’ Vo Williams / Apashe. Large work on tree, £2,300. Piece on rock,
£1 ,200. Mini on pole, £275. Horseshoe, £355. Small piece, £360.

31 Grace Adam -

Originally planned as a seat for kissing and conversation,
the design of my piece has responded to our new socially distanced
environment. We used to choose where to sit. Now we consider new social
rules, norms and mores around proximity. Where will you sit?
£795, Recycled timber, Ikea Chairs, emulsion paint, varnish.

32 Toby Poolman -

Tailspin
'Tailspin’s hanging mobile pays homage to the structure of trees and the
unseen forces which shape these monumental features of our landscape.
The absurdity of the visitor-operated mechanisms invite us to consider the
impact of human intervention in nature.

33 Bee Springwood -

Norfolk visual and performing artist. “I aim to
celebrate and honour the natural world and our place in it” . 1 3 Moons ,
reflects the changing aspects its cycle round our earth, waxing, waning,
shifting the waters, colour, proximity, and reflecting the Sun’s seasons. £60
each, the whole set of 1 3 for £750.

34 Emily Gardiner -

Centered around the ruins of an abandoned
settlement, ‘Lost City of Lights’ is a sculpture based installation which invites
the viewer to perceive the remains of a fragmented utopia. Which, through
repetition of form, highlights the nature of value, overproduction and
objecthood. Large £45. Medium £35. Small £20. Tiny, £1 5.

35 James Barrett-Nobbs - Butterfly

£1 850. James creates wildlife
designs using materials ranging from old cutlery to copper from an old hot
water tank. From his base at Acorn Forge he create woodburners and fire
bowls too.

36 Ruth Brumby -

Ruth thought about Homer’s ‘Odyssey’ and its relevance
to the nature of creativity. His journey mostly consisted of detours, not
knowing where he was going, chance encounters, interludes, a trail of
stories and transformations. This seemed to her much like the creative
process: travelling and looking, seeing places from an outsider’s
perspective, pausing and reflecting.

37 Meg Amsden -

Three linked pieces, founded in folk tale and ritual and
the artist's personal experience. "Locked In" is dormant, trapped by
brambles, jesomite, acrylic metallic paint & brambles, £600. "Rebirth"
escapes coercion and flies away with her swan's wing. "Infant/Soul" is gently
cradled and carried to a safe place, jesmonite, decorated with ochre and
charcoal, with swan's feathers & wooden base, £600.

38 Natasha Day - Burr

Shortly after lockdown I began crocheting again to
keep my hands busy. I was very interested in making round structures from
crochet and began to crochet them together. On my daily walk I began
observing trees in Mousehold Heath near where I live and noticed they often
had round growths on them that added texture and interest to the tree.

39 Woodland Creatures - Creative Odyssey

These lanterns were
made by a group of friends who gathered together at Raveningham earlier
this year to create willow lanterns for a lantern parade at Spring Equinox.
The parade sadly was cancelled but we thought we would share so of the
lovely lanterns created and hope to parade them in the winter instead.

40 Brian Korteling -

Brian Korteling is a visual artist and curator based in
Norwich, Norfolk. His work examines interpretations of reality, often
distorting and dissecting the visual field in the process. Sovereign House
and Glow, both oil on aluminium panel, £2750 each.

41 Vanessa Pooley - River Goddess

My bronze sculptures explore the female form and have emerged from a
lifelong obsession with representing the female body and its flowing curves
and lines. Price at box office.

42 Andy Jarrett -

Nature in its many guises is the great inspiration and main
influence for Andy's work. His recent work is about developing a much
closer relationship between his drawing and sculptural works to the point
where he often feels that he is drawing with steel. The new works that form
part of this year's trail have been an exciting exploration of this relationship.
'Awaken' Heron with plinth £1 ,1 00. 'Change' Heron large with plinth £1 ,1 00.
'Change' Heron medium £500 (plinth £21 5). Moorhen £785 (plinth £21 5).
Key Vessel £580 (plinth £1 75). Sky Form - old pliers - £650 (plinth £1 75).
Knapweeds - zinc plated, large circles - £720. Knapweeds - zinc plated,
small circles - £720.

43 Nick Ball - Decoys and Rovers.

In our world of waste, bikes like
everything else are disposable. Here are five structures that integrate with
the vista and invite you to play. The Rovers are interactive, push them about
but beware as they may push back. Steel, Aluminium and tropical
hardwood.

44 Paul Pibworth - Stanley's Shoes.

The lettered sheets that make up the form of the horse are offcuts from a
series of projects which involved interviews with rural farm workers and
others who have worked with horses on the land. Price at box office.

45 James Crisp - Flame Totem

2020 English Yew, Oak Base £3600. My
relief carved wood sculptures are not wholly 'designed', as such, although
there are many elements in each which reflect my choices and myself.
Some of the pieces are very purist in terms of the ideas that I try to explain
below, others are rich in symbology, allusion, intent.

46 Mark Croxford - Lick

My sculpture is as much about the space in between as the objects
themselves. Relating in shape to complement each other while pushing
against natural and historic location. £4,600

47 Colin Self -

In The House 2020

Colin studied in the 60s at the Slade School of Fine Art and
has work in the collections of the Tate in London and Museum of Modern Art
in New York. He developed a method of printmaking using multiple plates
and was encouraged by David Hockney and Peter Blake. Colin lives in
Norfolk and we are very lucky to have some prints of his beautiful Flower
and Waterlily series of paintings which were previously show at the ICA,
London. Unframed digital archival prints,£1 50 each.

48 Dide Siemmond -

49
50

‘Maquette for "Grey matters, forTHOUGHT"’, is a
unique maquette for a mixed media series of portraits and music composed
with voice recordings taken from conversations about mental health, in
support of Mind charity. The first stage of the project is the pencil drawing,
which is then printed onto brushed aluminium, filled with water and sealed in
glass. This not only changes our perspective to the portrait, suggestive of
changing perspectives to mental health, it also visually portrays the nearoverflowing accumulation that can lead to mental breakdowns. The final
stage is the background music that interlaces classical instruments with
voice recordings taken from conversations with people affected in some way
by mental health issues – be it themselves, loved ones or volunteer aid
work.
Laure Van Minden - Pocket Drawings 1 32 pencil drawings in an A5
concertina sketchbook, £780.
The pocket drawings started before the lockdown and carried on throughout
and after. I used my immediate surroundings rather than Raveningham
grounds as originally planned for my mindful or routine strolls. A kind of
"tachometer" now emerges...
Rachael Long - Usually known for larger than life sculptures of domestic
and wild animals Rachael has been playing with scale and drawing in 3D bending rebar by hand to create this Minibeast series of deer and horses.
£425.00 each. The boat sculptures are inspired by time spent at the coast
and use the same Scottish whiskey barrel staves as incorporated in her
sculpture Lifeboat Horse - now semi - permanent at Wells next the Sea.
Crossing the Bar £2250.00, Sea Fever £2250.

Raveningham
Pop
Up
Gallery
2020
The gallery this year has been extended to include an additional room which has been prepared

during lockdown. Alongside additional works by artists on the trail we have invited a selection of
incredible makers. We are really excited about the selection of handmade work and are very
tempted to treat ourselves, we hope you are too!
Lindsay Slade - Ceramics. Pat Southwood - Ceramics. Delta Design Studio - Handmade Books.
Annette Rolston - Printmaker. Ian Vance - Ceramics. Mandy Walden - Handpainted Books. Joey
Scholfield - Ceramics. Sarah Cannell - Painter & Printmaker. Jayne Ivimey - Drawings &
Sculpture.

Creative Odyssey - We continue to raise money for Children with Cancer UK and Creative

Odyssey arts projects for wellbeing. All proceeds from the postcards, donated by artists from
across the world, (£20 each) and Gordon Senior's beautiful books (£1 0 each) are shared
between these causes as well as half the profit from Mal's Poetry album (£1 0 each) and the face
masks made by Suzie Hanna (£6 each).
To purchase work please take it to the box office to pay by card. If the work is on the wall or too
heavy just ask for help from the box office. Please ensure that you sanitize your hands before
entering the galleries and avoid touching works unless you would like to make a purchase.

